
Improving the 
customer 
experience in the 
face of climate 
change impacts 
using digital twins
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Endeavour Energy operates an electricity distribution network over 24,500 
km2 and spans from the Blue Mountains, Western Sydney and down to the 
Illawarra

1.1million+
connected business 

& residential customers

3 major city hubs

Our network covers 3 of the Greater 

Cities Commission 6 Cities

85%
Of area considered bushfire 

prone

160km
Of coastline



Like most utility networks, we’re facing the impacts of climate change and extreme weather 
events – this has made us rethink the way we build, maintain and operate our network to 
provide our customers with safe, affordable and reliable electricity
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Dec ’19 - Jan ‘20

Feb, July, Sep, Nov 2020

January 2022

March 2022

April 2022

Black Summer Bushfires Hawkesbury River Major 

Flood
Wollongong Storms

Hawkesbury River Major 

Flood

Hawkesbury River Floods

August 2021

Shoalhaven Storms

March 2021

Various Storms

July 2022

Hawkesbury River Major 

Flood
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Improving the customer experience connected to our network requires the digital 
tools, people and data

Data
Digital records

Insights
Meaningful 

interpretation

Actions
Changes in 

behaviours, 

decisions and 

strategy

Results
ROI, Social 

impact, utility

People
Customers, 

Employees, 

regulators…

Technology
Data Science, 

Engineering 

Models

Process, People, 

Culture
New Ways of Doing 

Things

“Helps organisations to become data-driven, ensuring that key decisions, 

actions and processes are strongly influenced by data-driven insights rather 

than by human intuition”  - Chamorro-Premuzic



Supporting customers 
better in times of crises



When you’re in the thick of a natural disaster, you often don’t know how bad it is; the 
Hawkesbury floods between March 2021 and July 2022 were between 1 in 20 to 1 in 50 year
floods
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A Digital Twin is a virtual model designed to reflect a physical object, process or 
system

Represents something physical with a digital model

Looks & feels like the real environment

Enables simulations with varying degrees of fidelity

But it is NOT just a data model, but must include relational interactions

Connects with “right time” data so the model reflects reality

Source: Berutti (2019)



Using the digital twin flood modelling capabilities provided an unprecedented amount of 
intelligence and data on how the flood was affecting our network and our customers in real 
time
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Digital 

Elevation 

Model

1 in X 

year 

flood 

extents

Purpose built app to facilitate 

desktop and in-field inspection and 

provide information to customer 

liaisons

River 

heights 

from 

BOM

GIS & 

Asset 

Data
Data is ingested to provide a real-time flood overlay to

obtain clearance levels of mains to flood waters and

network assets as well as premises likely impacted by

water



Using the digital twin to improve customer outcomes
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Improved accuracy of information 
and level of detail for customers

Faster restoration
Improved safety – for our community, 

customers and our people
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March April

Customer Contact

Total inbound calls: 3,146

• Primarily outage lodgement and ETR 

clarification.

Total outbound calls: >700 

• Including accessibility to premise for 

ASP reconnections.

Outbound SMS: 228,998 

• Notice before switching and updated 

ETRs

• Life support customers – 157 

Proactive calls made when 

immediately impacted 

External 

Communication

Media

Earned coverage via targeted interviews 

on Channel 9 Today Show, Radio 2GB 

and local press (ABC, Hawkesbury 

online, etc)

Website - Flood Restoration Banner:

Included information regarding:

• Flood Restoration plan (update daily)

• Flood Safety Information 

• Customer Assistance 

• Reconnection process and advice 

There were 236,000 unique visits to the 

website, including 94,300 new users. 

Majority of access via mobile.

Social Media

Tagging local community groups, media, 

Councils, and emergency services led to 

some posts being shared 500+ times

899 messages received via Direct 

Message during March. Responsiveness 

rated at 100% with 38 min average turn 

around 

24 posts in March reached over 400,000 

people with 120,000 engagements (likes, 

comments, shares)

Facebook Sent Messages – 896

Facebook Received Messages – 1,762

Accredited Service 

Providers 

ASPs were engaged directly to assist 

with immediate follow up after safety 

inspections. In some cases enabling 

customers to access a temporary supply 

to facilitate clean up activity.

An ASP panel was established to assist 

connecting to the network following 

repairs and certification at an agreed cost 

which Endeavour Energy paid directly 

and no cost to the customer for final 

connection.

Community 

Liaison

Storm Centre & Field Ops Support:

• CX staff based at Storm Centre and in 

field as required to assist with 

customer liaison

South Windsor Recovery Centre:

• Staff on site 12 March to 16 March 

Wisemans Ferry Recovery Centre:

• Staff on site 17 March to 22 March 

Food spoilage claims processed: 138 

Retailer Communications:

• Updated regularly and positive 

feedback received from Retailers.

Flood response communications



Social Media was strategically focused to ensure widespread communication 
of public safety messages and targeted grassroots community information…..  

And the community responded … appreciating real-time news & two-way 
engagement community information…..  
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Our people were on the ground providing support for customers



Designing more resilient 
assets 



Using the diagnostic capabilities and the tool’s design functions has allowed us to
design assets more resilient to floods and other extreme weather conditions so we
can keep the lights on for our customers
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Designing a more resilient network – 33kV

feeder to have a minimum height of 17m

AHD at Windsor Bridge

Constructing a more resilient networki ii



The flip side to the impacts of La Ninas is the impacts of El Ninos on the
vegetation around the electricity network; we’re focused on getting more
visibility in this area so we can improve how we design our network and
maintain our existing overhead network.
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Tree canopy segmentation, growth tracking

and modelling

Vegetation encroachment, vegetation fall-in risk

and conductor clashing risksi ii



What we’re working on



We’re also starting to use drones to help expedite inspections 
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Improving Customer Communication
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• Providing more detailed information on the ‘why’ 

and ‘what’ for planned and unplanned outages

• Using data science techniques to improve 

estimated time to restoration and streamlining 

the communication of updates. 




